Course: Oral/Written Communication Speech

26  Topic: Critical Thinking

    Standard: Comprehends, develops, and uses concepts and generalizations to affect an audience.

27  Topic: Reading/Literature

    Standard: Reads, discusses, and analyzes speeches and other types of literature that lend themselves to oral interpretation.

28  Topic: Speaking/Listening

    Standard: Uses voice effectively (volume, rate, clarity, and inflection).

29  Topic: Speaking/Listening

    Standard: Uses nonverbal signs appropriately (gestures, eye contact, facial expression, and posture).

30  Topic: Speaking/Listening

    Standard: Performs social rituals (introductions, greetings, and conversation).

31  Topic: Speaking/Listening
**Standard:** Evaluates the messages and effects of mass communication.

32  **Topic:** Writing/Usage/Grammar

**Standard:** Analyzes an issue to determine the topic, subtopics, amount, and timeliness of information for a given speech.